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ECG VT 4320 3in1
Multi Clean
Stick vacuum cleaner 3in1
Product code: 100001163893
EAN: 8592131308190









Mop function for quick cleaning

Suitable for all types of surfaces

Vacuuming dry and wet dirt

Easy detachable handheld vacuum cleaner

 3 in 1 vacuum cleaner with
detachable handheld unit and mop

function
 Cordless vacuum cleaner for

everyday swift cleaning
 Easy detachable handheld vacuum

cleaner
 Suitable for all types of surfaces

 Vacuuming dry and wet dirt

 Washable filter HEPA H12

 High performance battery with
more than 20 minutes running

time per charge

 Bagless design with removable
dustbox

 Motorized Powerbrush for optimum
cleaning results

 Powerful LED Light illuminating the
vacuumed area

 LED Light Integrated in the
Vacuum Head

 LED indicator on batterry

 Water tank used for mopping floor

 Charging time: appr. 4,5 hours

 Vacuum power: 8 kPa in high
power, 4 kPa in low power

 Operation time: 22 minutes at
maximum power, up to 50 minutes

at low level
 Dust container capacity: 0,5 l

 Charging battery indicator

 Accessories: tapered nozzle, floor
mop, 3× cleaning cushion

 Nominal voltage: 22,2 V DC

 Adapter: AC 100–240 V ~ 50/60Hz,
0,4 A, 27 V DC – 500 mA

 Batteries: Li-Ion battery 22,2 V (6
× 3,7 V), 2200 mAh
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Technical specification

Input power (W) 85

Voltage/Frequency
(V/Hz) DC 22

Power supply Cordless

Bettery type
Li-Ion battery 22,2 V,

2200 mAh

Power cord length
(cm) 170

Adapter 22,2 V DC

Noise level (dB) <70

Fuse Yes

Product specification

Filtration Type HEPA 13

HEPA filter Yes

Dust Bag or dust
container volume
(ml) 500

Dust bag type Bagg less

Power regulation No

Charging time 4,5 hours

Operation time 50 minutes

Docking station Yes

Locking system for
floor nozzle and
handle Yes

Charging battery
indicator Yes

Design

Colour White

Accessories

Tapered nozzle Yes

185

1,140

262

3.2

Weight & dimensions

WIDTH (MM)

HEIGHT (MM)

LENGTH (MM)

WEIGHT (KG)

285
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Weight & dimensions 

(Brutto)

WIDTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

HEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (MM)

DEPTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

WEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (KG)
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Cleaning has never been so simple
Regular cleaning of your home may not be a nightmare if you have the right ally.  
The ECG VT 4320 3in1 Multi Clean consist of not only an efficient vacuuming tool for all types of
floors, but also of a practical small removable vacuum cleaner for cleaning small dirt and a mop unit
with integrated water tank and textile cloth for comfortable mopping.

Practical mop function
Forget the tedious mopping using a rag that spreads dirt all over the floor instead of effective
mopping.  

For the wet variant of the floor maintenance of your home here is the practical mop attachment
with a water tank and a textile pad for an effective cleaning of all hard surfaces of your house or
apartment.

Hand-held vacuum cleaner for small jobs
The award worthy feature of the ECG VT 4320 3in1 Multi Clean stick vacuum cleaner is undoubtedly
the option to remove the vacuum unit, which can be used as a hand-held vacuum thanks to a special
design.  

It can be reliably used for cleaning crumbs off the table or spilled flour, but you will also use it as an
effective tool for maintaining upholstery on your sofa or dirty car seats.
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